GIVE ’EM SUMMIT
TO THINK ABOUT!

IF DAVID CAMERON has his way, the G8 summit next June will be a
triumph for PR spin. Posing next to Obama and the other world leaders
in Fermanagh, his slick smile even smugger than usual, he will milk the
praise of the adoring global audience as he announces that the meeting
has successfully worked out how to feed the world, make poverty history
or whatever other line they’ve dreamed up...
But, of course, it’ll all be a load of fibs. The real G8 agenda is about
protecting the interests of big business and plotting ways to further carve
up the world between corporate bosses and bankers.
For instance, when the final declaration from the 2012 summit says the
G8 are committed to “growth”, we know they really mean “profit”. When
they talk about “reforms to raise productivity”, they mean ways to screw
the workforce and when they stress the need to “protect
investments”, they are describing their core mission of
making sure nothing, and nobody, can ever come
between the global fat cats and the supersize bowl
of financial cream they intend to gobble up
entirely on their own.
But we won’t just sit back and watch
Cameron and his like pull the wool over
people’s eyes while pulling the rug from under
their feet with their ruthless ‘austerity’
agenda. A network of like-minded people
has made an international call-out for a
Week of Action in London, the belly of the
capitalist beast, between June 10 and June
14, including convergence space and a big
protest on Tuesday June 11, following local
actions around Mayday, so get yourself on our
email list - we need your
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his capitalist chums a message
they won’t forget! We are many,
they are few, we are everywhere!
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